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Abstract
Commercial products that the graphene usage is fundamental are in their beginning. The
traditional graphene manufacturing is recently investigated and their infancy attributes to the
lack in standards and robust scales when the comparison and measurements of graphene and
carbonic materials are required. In particular the raman spectroscopy is useful in
characterization, where multiple spectra are required for quality control and managing. A
statistical approach has been proposed and studied for determining the number of different
spectra for graphene characterization. The statistical convergence of a large number of
Raman measurements have been recorded and described. As well, the graphical approaches
were utilized for monitoring the changes in whole statistics and the Monte-Carlo based
preface methodology was applied for data analysis to reconfigure computational data for
material analysis.
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Introduction
The 1st 2D carbon atomic crystal was graphene [1]. The many unusual characteristics of
this substance, like mechanical hardness, intensity, and elasticity in addition to its strong
thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity, have given rise to tremendous anticipation
since the initial investigation, and graphenes are currently being explored for many various
purposes [2]. Secure and sustainable production of carbon materials devices and goods needs
careful attention to the potential effect of graphene-enabled substances on public health as
well as the environment [3]. However, safety evaluation is an important part of the
engineering approaches [4]. The characterization of the Material, in turn, is a key element of
hazard assessment. Product characterization, in particular, is a crucial factor in the
identification of hazards. The toxicological assessment of nanomaterials is a good example. A
decade ago, nanotubes were proposed to show "best-like" antimicrobial activity in
experimental animals in the sense that long and stiff, but not small or twisted, carbon
nanotubes caused papule development and infection following intravenous infusion in
animals [5]. We already realize that carbon nanotubes conform to a so bacterial fiber
framework to a certain degree and that this is the case. Some forms of multi-walled graphenes
could be regarded as possibly carcinogenic for humans [6]. However, many representatives of
a similar class of substances have been shown to become non-toxic [7,8], which can also
suffer degradation [9], indicating that perhaps all graphenes are asbestos-like.
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In reality, graphene, if properly purified and surface-modified, have exciting potential for
nanotechnologies, such as drug delivery and imaging [10]. Numerous graphenes were
suggested as possible substances for supercapacitors due to their high electrical properties,
high surface area as well as physical flexibility [11]. Reduced graphene oxide, easily
developed from graphene oxide, is studied extensively as a template carbon material [12].
Reduced graphene oxide exhibits significant power ability however suffers from a lack of
conductance, as reducing carbon materials [13]. Multiple dimensional graphene-based
architectures have been studied in order to reduce this recovery by concentrating on adjusting
the substance viscosity [14]. Investigating the graphenes filmed structures for ion adsorbents
could be another result in adjusting the porosity of the material. Graphitic structure of 3.3 Å
interparticle isolation in reconstituted graphene is too limited for ion adsorbents and could be
modified with such an intercalant to show an extended film structure [15-18]. It can be
hypothesized that certain enlarged filmed structures may have increased ion sorption sites
through ion dissolution and confinement impacts as previously shown with CD ultramicropores [19].
Methodology of statistical analysis
A selected group of the graphene-related material types were produced and analyzed
with the use of 3 separate sets of 1,024 of the Raman spectra that have been obtained from
the powder samples for the identification of the guidance for robust collections of the data
with statistical significance, all according to work-flow of the Scheme 1. Materials have been
selected for covering the wide variety of the topical and interesting carbon nano-materials,
especially the graphite, reduced graphene oxide, liquid exfoliated graphene, as well as the
high-temperature graphitized carbon. Additionally, 2 of the commercial samples of the
graphene nano-platelet (GNP) and the commercial sample of the multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) have been analyzed. Those samples have been mixed and ground to even
fine powder, then pressed in crude pellets for the purpose of ensuring the random flakes’
distribution with the minimum spatial dependences; the independent Raman spectra have
been gathered afterwards from the points 2.5μm apart over area that covers 80x80μm2 for
16h.
All the materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. These measurements have
been taken 3 times for each one of the materials (6 for the MWCNT and the graphitized
carbon) on another sample every time. The spectra have been assigned, then fitted through
the application of the specified procedures. Being in every graphitic carbon material, G band
with the Raman shifting of approximately 1580cm−1 results from de-generate of the in-plane
transverse optic and longitudinal optic modes of the phonon, the symmetric opposite carbon
atoms movement in one specific direction in the graphene sheets’ plane.
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Fit spectra
•Large data Raman sets
including 1024 points
were collected using an
automated stage

Data collection

•Fitting peak models
and extracting peak
parameters were
employed to process
the raw spectra

•Summary statistics were
plotted as the data set
grows to visualize the
variation of distribution

Visualize
convergence

Scheme 1. The statistical analysis guidance of this work.
Results and discussions
D peak can be described as being more variable in the wave-number and dispersive,
however, in general, it appears about 1,350cm−1 and results from the same phonon scattering
(iTO mode). None-the-less, such transition needs a 2nd event of the scattering from symmetry
breaking “flaw” which is bonded to the 6-member ring of the carbon, which is why the
“flaw” of the label peaks. The other big peak is 2-D peak which can be seen at higher Raman
shift cases around 2,700cm−1 and the often utilized for probing the thickness of the graphene.
Energy similarity between photons and transition of excitation makes this process resonant,
and as a result, provides it with the sensitivity to the changes in band structure like that
observed from the bi-layer and mono-layer graphene, the variable which will alter the peak
position, shape, and intensity. Usually, I2D/IG and 2-D peak FWHM will be obtained, then
utilized as a graphene thickness measure or efficiency of the exfoliation.
The mechanical exfoliation graphene thin film, will optimally utilize those
parameters, and the approaches for the spatial pristine graphene film mapping via the optical
microscopy and Raman gave the insights about the concentration of the defects as well as the
electrical efficiency. Although there has been an attempt towards using the G & D band peak
intensity values, due to the fact that they have a considerably better applicability for the
powders, other peak parameters like the 2-D band FWHM may be utilized for the testing of
the statistical sizes of the sample. Analyzed parameters have returned from every one of the
measurements, based on work-flow that is given in Scheme 1, at first, for the convergence of
the data as map have been collected. Such procedure considers whole distribution, and does
not make any assumption on the statistical models, and it visualizes the way that the key
summary statistics were differed with the addition of more points, beginning from a single
data point only.
Figure 1 (a), (b), and (c) exhibit a summary of statistics that change dramatically at
first, as the new points have been added prior to becoming smoother; those variations have
been divided as well, with 3 areas. Following that point of convergence there will not be
much to gain from the collection of additional spectra except increasing the distribution
resolution. None-the-less, collecting a smaller number of the data points than that point of
convergence may cause erroneous Raman peak parameter distributions. The tolerances to the
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errors in Raman analyses will be dependent upon the analysis aim; in the case where one is
simply wishing to search for some considerable alterations to the material after a process or a
treatment, a considerably smaller number of the points may be obtained, while a check for the
impurities and minority phases in the bulk powder would be requiring a more comprehensive
dataset. Flexibility for dealing with any distributions instead of the assumption of a single
specified statistical model is significant due to the fact that some of the materials include an
arbitrary mix with regular distribution, whereas the others have been dominated by the lognormal distributions, none-the-less other types of the material have uneven distributions that
contain 2 phases of the material. In addition to that, two plots of convergence that have been
described earlier, an approach which is referred to as the bootstrapping has been utilized for
the more sufficient understanding of the under-analyzing effects of the material.
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Figure 1. The description of summary statistics: a. μ refers to the mean, b. Q25, and Q75 refers
to the interquartile range points, and c. the percentiles values.
The bootstrapping carries out repeated analysis of the original dataset’s smaller sub-samples
gathered and may be utilized for the analysis of scatters in several of those sub-samples about
the larger data distribution value. Which uses an approach of the Monte Carlo type for the
random selection of the values from a dataset and placing those values in a subsample; which
may be analyzed for the purpose of finding the average or even the whole distribution of such
sub-sample prior to the repeating of that procedure, for the purpose of generating and
analyzing a different arbitrary subsample. Due to the fact that the sub-sample is increased in
its size more approximate to the full dataset size, the distribution and the mean are projected
to be more approximately resembling the entire distribution of the population as can be seen
from Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the first random value set subsamples and 100 datapoints in
these subsamples
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Figure 3. Distribution of the first random value set subsamples and 400 datapoints in
these subsamples
Statistical analyses
For attempting any large dataset analyses that contain several of the Raman spectra, it
will be significant to be fitting the mathematical models and using parameters in place of
every one of the spectra. Each one of which has been fitted in an independent manner from
all of the others, which ensures the noisy spectra or the minor components don’t have an
impact on parameters that have been carried out from another spectrum. Each peak involved
in each one of the fits have been validated as well, for the purpose of ensuring the fact that
they exist rather than simply the random noise result. The specific needed parameters are
dependent upon analysis. However, most often I2D/IG and ID/IG were utilized for the
characterization of the graphene as well as the associated materials. A 3-D bi-variate
histogram heat map has to be emphasized for effective displaying of the entire distributions
of every one of those parameters in a simultaneous manner.
In a single graph, allowing easy comparisons against other types of the materials.
Through visualizing the trends in the summary statistics and sub-sample distribution
evolution, it has been proven possible to be understanding the analyses and making the
justifications for using a certain size of the sample. It is obvious that various materials will be
requiring bespoke analysis with the thorough justifications; an excessively big number of the
data points, in such cases, the Raman spectra, will result in wasting time and increasing the
expenses for the companies, however, an excessively small number of the points may be
resulting in the mistaken analyses.
For the purpose of ensuring the fact that 1,024 points are adequate for drawing those
conclusions, the 3 independent samples for every one of the materials have been compared.
Obviously, there has been noise; none-the-less, every dataset from same material is
sufficiently big to be hardly distinguishable from one another, which is why, it has been
expected from “true” distribution of this material. Any of the gaps between data and “true” or
the distributions of the population may be overlooked. Whereas those datasets have been
consistent, the difference between the materials has been noticeable. For the purpose of
illustrating that point, 2 commercial GNPs have been contrasted with the use of a statistical
approach; the present case study has highlighted the method and the differences in the
analyses between the materials. They have been described as a variety of the grades,
however, there has not been any information concerning the sizes of the flake, the chemical
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functionalization, or the efficiency of the exfoliation that has been provided with those
materials and the two have been listed with highly alike Raman spectra.
None-the-less, with the large Raman datasets both those materials have been
distinctive. The mono-disperse sample is of considerably sharper distributions in plots of the
bootstrap Figure 4 (a), (b), and (c) even in the case of the small size of the sub-sample; those
plots have been defined as a way to visualize how differing would an analysis be in the case
of the use of smaller sizes of the sample compared to the recorded 1,024. In mono-disperse
material cases, if 100 Raman spectra have been only recorded, there would be a degree of the
uncertainty as a result of to the shifting in the intensity and the mean between the green lines
and the yellow ones. None-the-less, the overall trend has been consistent, and even with 300
of the data points, a variety of the sub-samples are not distinguishable from one another.
Following this point distribution will become more established, even though there
remain a few fluctuations with the increase in the size of the sample. As soon as 400 spectra
have been included, distribution exhibits a small degree of the change beyond the arbitrary
noise and small variations as a result of the potential outliers or slight components that are
included already in the analyses. On the other hand, the other commercial sample of the GNP
is of a considerably wider ID/IG value ranges, which results in considerable variations even
after recording hundreds of the points. Certainly, 500 points are needed prior to the mean,
even becoming stable. From that analysis, heterogeneous sample includes 2 elements: a major
material fraction that has a low ID/IG and a minor one that has a considerably greater value of
ID/IG. The precise amount of the needed measurements would be dependent upon the asked
question; none-the-less, those plots exhibit the difficulty to establish the precise distribution
even in the case of hundreds of the points.
Such statistically inspired method was as well shown successfully with other
materials of the carbon, several of them are of various behaviours and would be requiring
various sizes of the sample for their analyses. Here, a multi-step cascade centrifuging process
has been purposely avoided for the purification of material and one centrifuging step only has
been utilized. With no extensive process of purification, there has been a considerable
graphite population that has been discovered in Raman analysis of material. None-the-less,
the evidences of the exfoliation via increasing I2D/IG have been found
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Figure 4. The main statistical chart of the products is of high homogeneity: a. 100
points, b. 300 points, and c. 500 points.
Those signals may be hard to be detected from only one Raman spectrum. However, in
this paper it has been shown to be possible, and beneficial, for displaying the whole
distribution from the nano-material analyses. The size which is required for this type of the
distributions for being considered representative may be explained with the described
method. The focused has been directed on the detailed GNP discussions in this study,
however, the method was applied as well to other materials of the carbon. There is an
importance in noting that numbers aren’t definitive for the discussed carbon types, due to the
fact that the similar materials with various origins can show different behaviors. It’s the
method and its applications in the determination of the required data points for the
convergence are significant. The experimental noise cannot be avoided in the case of
collecting the Raman spectra, which is why, for the purpose of understanding the effects of
the noise, a model dataset has been produced, on the basis of the actual parameters of the
peak to which a regulated degree of the arbitrary noise has been added. Model dataset has
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been fitted, then the fitted peak parameters’ distribution and convergence from a wide variety
of the model spectra, with similar degrees of the noise, have been compared to the increasing
levels of the noise. The first one of the observations has been the fact that fitted values were
in agreement with the utilized values of the model, in spite of being treated in an independent
manner, confirming the program that has been written for fitting Raman datasets is the
correct fitting of expected mathematical forms.
Conclusion
A range of carbonic nanomaterial has been analyzed and a fitting algorithm
complemented with a statistical method was applied for peaks parameter extraction. This step
facilitates the quantifying of the number of spectra required for material characterization.
Also, it will significantly affect graphene measurements through fabrication quality control
and product formulating. The signal noises were considered and the uncertainty increased in
accordance with a very little impact on the sample sizes.
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